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Many of us struggle with feeling 
like an imposter sometimes in our four 
years at queens. We can be tricked 
into believing all of the tasks we have 
d o n e h a v e 
b e e n f o r 
nothing 
a n d t h a t 
w e a r e 
essentially ‘faking it.’ 

Often this feeling comes from one 
of three things. Sometimes, we tell 
ourselves we are not capable of doing 
tasks and benefiting the team. One time, 
I was crossing wires in electrical and I 
simply was having a bad day and failing 
the tasks. To exacerbate the problem, 
emergency meetings kept being called 
and I had to go back and forth, and it just 
felt so suspicious that I was failing these 
t a s k s , despite me 
b e i n g a capable 
c r e w m e m b e r . 

Sometimes 
there is, l e t ’ s  say , 
s o m e sort of crisis 
t h a t r e q u i r e s 
multiple c r e w 

m e m b e r s 
to solve. Yo u  m a y 
have not gotten there 
in t ime and it may 

have looked like you were suspiciously 
standing outside the crisis area. This 
provides the worry that your teammates 
v i e w you as an 
imposter, e v e n 
without p r o p e r 
evidence. While you 
a r e n ’ t really one, 
t h e s e imposters 
come from within. 

Next, sometimes society tells us 
that we are not capable of doing tasks 
and are thus the imposter. It even feels 
like the world is going “SHHHHHH…” 
and then promptly stating “You are the 
imposter” with the goal of bringing 
down your team. You swear you can 
hear the music of an evil presence in 
place of the usual tense rattlesnake 
stock effect for regular crewmembers, 
b u t  r e s t easy as unless 
there are CHEATING 
FRIENDS in the room 
n o  o n e c a n  h e a r 
y o u r s o u n d 
effects. Of course these 
messages are ridiculous 
a s  y o u s imply  just 
w a n t to  win l ike 
a n y o n e else does.

L a s t l y , 
s o m e t i m e s , 

when we are in teams of 5 to 15, people 
accuse others of being imposters. 
Accusations can range from simple 
things like “This guy 
i s  f a k i n g tasks!” to 
outlandish things such 
a s  “ b l u e i s  s u s ! ” 
o r  e v e n “blue self 
reported!” P e o p l e 
often accuse others of being an imposter 
without even seeing kill or vent. One 
time, I was venting in and out of med 
to try to achieve my goals and there 
just happened to be a body in elec, 
so someone saw me go into elec, and 
not come out, and EVEN THOUGH 
they didn’t see me vent, they still had 
the audacity to accuse me of being 
the imposter in the coming 
e m e r g e n c y m e e t i n g . 
Thankfully, I  can  type 
quickly  on m y  p h o n e 
and was able t o  a c c u s e 
him of self r e p o r t i n g 
a n d  l y i n g , s o  I  w o n . 
#amogsus

Hello 
F r i e n d s F o e s 
a n d  a l l  o f your Toes. 
I am fucking s i c k  a n d 
tired of being self aware. I’m 
sick of criticising myself and all 
my silly little school club newspaper 
postings and I absolutely cannot stand 
fentanyl. 

I am absolutely done with getting 
angry and caring about anything. Here’s 
to the year of not listening to what people 
have to say. You know what, I actually 
don’t care about your feelings. I don’t 
care that I hurt your feelings. You’re a 
dumb bitch, and you deserve to know it. 
I am sick and tired, absolutely incredibly 
heels-still-on-my-feet-in-bed exhausted 
by listening to boys go on and on and ON 
about their silly little jokes and their silly 
little stocks and the silly little economy. 
Frankly, I couldn’t give less of a shit. 
I am hanging on by a thread, and I 
am going to sew her into the most 

glamorous little black dress you 
have ever fucking seen. I am 

wearing this dress to my 
exams. I will wear it to 

graduation, and I will 
wear it while I sit on 

my girlfriends 
face, and 

I  d o 

NOT need to  l i s ten 
t o  y o u r stupid half 
beird prickly moustached 
p e e - s t a i n e d pants, t-shirt 
and gym shorts, deodorant for 2 
weeks, crusty ass dick having self 
go on about your ‘feewings :’( ‘ for 
2 hours. 

For those I ghosted last year, I am 
humbly sorry, but I do not care. This is the 
year of never texting people again. This is 
the year of never worrying about seeing 
that one person from that one thing that 
you once went to because they ‘miss you 
so much’ and it’s ‘been so long’. Here’s to 
sending fake positive covid tests to your 
friends so you can stay home and play with 
your fucking pussy. Here comes the year of 
not checking your phone for a week because 
you’re too busy doing a paint-by-number. 
This year is for the bitches who wanna 
finally delete snapchat but can’t because 
‘that’s where yadda yadda group chat 
is’ delete the fucking app. Delete your 

whole social media presence and 
come back as only a hot bitch 

with no time for anyone 
without their pockets 

filled and lips shut. 
I will not speak 

to you unless I 

personally wish to. I 
will not be reading or 
responding to any messages 
as I simply no longer have the 
mind to  care anymore.

Fuck being a good samaritan, I’m 
being a good fuck this year. Im getting my 
ass phatter and my wallet bigger and my 
fucking crystals are in my purse along with 
bear spray I am NOT affraid to use. I’m 
putting knives in my heels and diamonds 
on my neck. I’m wearing what I want, 
where I want, how I want to. I don’t care if 
it’s -30 and I’m wearing a skirt, my tights 
are fleece lined, how dare you question 
me. I don’t want your fucking jacket, I’m 
wearing 4 layers of shirts right now and 
am drenched in sweat, dont fucking test 
me. I’m doing it proud and loud and I 

dont give a single flying fuck what you 
think about it

This editorial is dedicated 
to the people I actually did 

ghost last year. Sry abt 
that xo <3 forgive me 

or don’t idk we be 
goin through shit

Follow Us!
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Worried housemates report having not seen or heard from their co-hab-
itants since the beginning of January, yet there has been no reports from pro-
fessors of missing work or failing grades. Students wonder what they could 
be hiding and what their cause is.

During the IGTV, the ex-lead constipator had also shown us photo’s of 
the living spaces for the group, where they grew their own produce and 
stored locally foraged foods. A peaceful people, they seem, however the fires 
have grown bigger and brighter, even hotter than those of the quidditch fires.

 What will come of this all? We may never know, however the writers 
here at the Golden sco- Golden Words office will keep all of you in the loop.

For more information, email: Goldenwords.incoming@engsoc.queensu.
ca

A chimp, lovingly named patrick by the scientist team, was tortured for 
six and a half scientifically exciting months before his unfortunate death, 
and what was found was shocking to everyone. The initial results of this 
experiment seem to imply that animals are capable of experiencing distress 
under certain circumstances, possibly including torture. Further stimuli are 
to be investigated such as starvation and dismemberment. If only Patrick 
could see what incredible science he has pioneered.

Despite positive press, the study faced academic scrutiny for a small 
sample size prompting the scientists to adopt testing on a larger scale. The 
brave scientists have received funding to allow for the torture of 5000 chimps 
at a time to get more conclusive results. With this funding, the researchers 
have also started the testing of more animals such as puppies, piglets, and 
kittens. A statue of Patrick was commissioned outside the lab in honor of his 
bravery.

In the wake of the press coverage, the head of the lab made a state-
ment condemning the violent detractors. “Erm actually, the term ‘murder’ 
only applies to humans and sometimes dolphins when it’s convenient. Say-
ing animals can be abused further trivializes the suffering of humans (and 
sometimes dolphins) who are abused. I can’t believe you would compare 
the awful suffering of those murdered with simple federally approved pup-
py testing.” After this epic clapback proving only one thing can be bad at a 
time, the crowds waned and broke.

GOLDEN WORDS

If you don’t know who Timmy Thick is or was during his peak relevan-
cy, he is a gentleman by the name of Timothy who gained online traction 
after posting lewd photos of his voluptuous rear. I believe, and correct me if 
I’m wrong, but it was a common act of tomfoolery to show pictures of Tim-
my Thick cropped below the torso to your companions, elicit a response of 
approval, and then reveal that the subject in question is actually a man. The 
two big questions I will ponder in regards to Timmy Thick: what caused it 
to happen, and how could I, personally, have prevented it?

To start off, I believe Timmy Thick amassessed his relevancy from post-
ing pictures of his butt. To his credit, his hiney is nice with respect to societal 
norms of today. Hence the moniker “Timmy Thick.” Timmy Thick presents 
an interesting case. Did he gain relevance particularly due to the fact he has 
a butt that is preferential in specific regard to Western beauty standards? Or 
is it the fact that he is a man who also happens to have a butt of the afore-
mentioned criteria, and the irony of a man achieving an already unrealistic 
beauty standard geared towards women? Perhaps, even, I might be so bold 
to suggest that everyone is under the assumption that Timmy Thick prob-
ably takes nice poops because he has a nice butt? We can effectively chalk 
up the causation for this phenomenon to a medley of all these reasons. Ef-
fectively, we can see that the reasons link together to form a spectrum of 
sorts; effectively, the spectrum ranges from envy to admiration. A common 
culprit. The downfall of the human race resulted in the immaculate concep-
tion of Timothy Thick, and we must repent.

To get back in God’s good graces, I’ll devise a plan that could have been 
executed during Timmy Thick’s peak. What is the most effective deterrent 
to admiration and/or envy? Well, effectively, it’s disgust. All I had to do was 
be like, “hey guys, Timmy Thick must poop a lot with an ass like that. You 
think he can afford the amenities to take care of such vast amounts of feces? 
Yeah, I didn’t think so either. Curious right?” and then everyone would 
be like “hey… yeah… where does this guy keep all his spare poop?” Once 
this notion is widespread, all you have to do is sit back and watch Timmy 
Thick’s career effectively crumble to dust. It is with this conclusion that I 
congratulate myself for saving mankind as we know it. You don’t have to 
repent for your sins because I just did it for you.

My Plan to Address Timmy Thick Once and 
For All

Scientists Tentatively Conclude Animals Are 
Put in Distress After Continuous Torture

-Munky Zunkle

-Fibre Intolerant
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Ex lead constipator joins GOLDENWORDS 
after being shunned by IBS Besties:

-IBS Besties

As the shit-stained events of last semester come to a close, we wipe 
away the anger and disappointment clouding our hearts in order to open 
our minds. With the new semester, students are hoping now to hear out the 
ex-lead constipator and understand her story.

 Since the discourse began late december, she has found herself a 
home with GOLDEN WORDS, where they have offered her gifts, a home, 
and most importantly kindness. “I found myself lost, with no drive or direc-
tion. My mental illness was cured, but at what cost?” she confessed in an in-
terview on IGTV. “When I went to them, pleading for help, they didn’t even 
bat an eye at the idea of taking me in and welcomed me home-  sorry, the of-
fice, immediately! They fed me, bathed me, warmed me up and allowed me 
to sleep by the bonfire.” The bonfire, or Golden Scorch as the group likes to 
call it, is a fire that takes place weekly on Nixon Field now that campus has 
been abandoned due to the pandemic. “These cold winters mean troubling 
times, and the Golden Scorch keeps us safe and warm.”

Reports have confirmed sightings of golden words staff walking naked 
in circles around the bonfire hand in hand. When asked about these sight-
ings, the editors replied “well we perform activities during Sunday press-
nite you see… yes, yes we like to do our things and write our writings. 
Thank you, we’ll be off then!” Others have rumoured hearing chants from 
the fire, wishing for the ‘engsoc gods’ to ‘help their service’. 

Sellin Jar O’ Jizz 
AGAIN!!

(post-S.A.D. merchandise)

Contact me 
@6472783886

< “FRESH, WARM, 
GUZZLEWORTHY”

-Your mom
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BIG THANKS TO OUR SUP-
PORTING STAFF L+E <3
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Most Yassifi ed 
Western Students

WAIT DON’T 
GET COVID 
NOO YOU’RE 
SO SEXY
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Golden Words Taken From Students

In the hit romance novel, 1984, all kinds of fucked up shit goes down. Some-
times people say things, and the government, or like even just regular people, is 
like “Yuo can’t say that!” It really predicted a lot of the future of this society that 
which we live in because definitely some of this stuff can sometimes happen today 
which is a startling look into the system and society that governs us and can even 
tell us what to do at times. An example of this orwellian trope is the book burning 
that is present in the novel and within the engineering society as a whole. In 1984, 
named that because 1984 is the fahrenheit temperature that books burn at, books 
are burned to limit access to media such as satirical newspapers. In real life!, our 
satirical newspaper is being taken away, or burned if you will, and is being not 
printed and shit. Like Orwell literally talked about this in his books saying that 
university satirical newspapers would go first.

There is a famous scene in 1984 where the pigs take over the farm, which defi-
nitely inspired a lot of the actions that the university has taken. First of all, pigs eve-
rywhere during hoco? Coincidence? Next, the metaphorical pigs from the society 
have stopped the hit journal, golden words, from being printed so that they could 
be immune from criticism and control the minds of the impressionable youth.

Students have begun collectively shitting the bed due to this mandate. You can 
take away our school, our thousands of dollars of tuition to be given youtube vid-
eos instead, but if you take away the funny poop newspaper, people are gonna have 
to have another outlet. Until the society gives back our printing rights, there are 
gonna be a lot of soiled sheets. Jeffery Orwell is turning in his grave hearing about 
his warnings not being headed. Unlike in 1984, where everyone’s rights got taken 
away, if we shit the beds enough, we can fight back and maybe, just maybe, the new 
variant will be the friends, we made along the way. Thank you and god bless.

Hello world (2022CE), I (21M) am writing to inquire  what I (21M) must do to 
finally convince my s/o (22F) of my identity as definitely NOT a furry (21M). Since 
a couple months ago, things have been getting friskier in the bedroom (54ROOM), 
and I (21M) have thus become more comfortable expressing my sexual desires with 
my partner (22F). In doing so, my partner (22F) has begun to question whether or 
not I (21M) am a furry. I (21M) understand the butt plugs(1P) have have been some 
indications of general beastie lustfulness, however, I(21M) have tried reassuring 
her that I(21M) was just trying stuff out (that I (21M) do NOT like) I (21M) feel as 
though attempts to sway her have all failed, or even persuaded her more that this 
is true. The animatronic fan art I(21M) have on my phone is for artistic apprecia-
tion purposes only and in no way reason to assume I(21M) have a sexual urdge to 
make love to a soft sweet looking creature. And why would she ever think the tail 
I(21M) have in the back of my closet is any indication of furry behaviour. A rabbit’s 
foot is supposed to be good luck, so what’s the difference? It’s just a spiritual and 
sentimental piece that I (21M) keep very, very close to me, that’s the only reason it 
smells like jizz! I(21M) know you will all think she is being as ridiculous as I (21M) 
do, but please do help; is there any way to convince my girlfriend that I (21M) am 
NOT a furry. Thank you

My Girlfriend Won’t Stop Calling me a Furry

-SANDFROST XD

A new law unveiled in Ontario will restrict access to hit game, Wii Sports Re-
sort, to only those who have gotten the jab the currently required amount. This pol-
icy has already garnered a 30% extra interest in third dose bookings across many 
parts of Canada, as many fear the possibility of having their wii’s deactivated or 
even destroyed.

Wii Sports Resort, once outlawed for being too addicting, has a variety of 
amazing games you can play with friends or family. My girlfriend, who I haven’t 
seen in two months, came over and barely said hi to me before starting a game of 
wii bowling, which she has not stopped playing at the time of writing. Further, you 
could play a variety of fun games such as flying shit around volcanos and other 
really fucking epic shit like water skiing or whatever. These bomb ass games are 
what are attracting people to get the prick, rather than the months of “Get vaccinat-
ed so we can be together” that we usually get. We may not be able to get together, 
but we sure as hell can beat the “DOMINATOR” Mii in Wii Bowling, 100 Pin Game.

Sure, the anti-vaxers are malding, but their ranks are depleting due to their 
insane love of this heartwarming game. I guess their will against the unjust rule of 
the orwellian society was never that strong in the first place.

Wii Sports Resort Access To Be Restricted to 
Those With Three Covid Shots

-Legally Strawberry Blonde

-The Orwellian Platypus Controlling You FUCK

-Some Lesbian

**SIGH** Ugh back at it again ig... *pushes hair to side* You 
see, *peers up at you with my blue orbs* shit is fucked again 
*fucks you genteley*

<THIS 
UGLY 
SON OF A 
BITCH 

IS FUCKING QUEENS’ 
SILLY PINK ASSHOLE 
and basically, 
you are fucking stupid

As I sit behind my laptop screen and keyboard, I sit in silence wondering how 
I could output something so beautifully written, and perfectly curated in order to 
only help my readers experience the best of the best. But what helps me with this? 
Well, I’ve grown to accept the fact that I am indeed the new Virginia Woolf that you 
motherfuckers wished you knew. I mark these pages like I have a quill and my last 
sheet of paper, and y’all consume this shit like it’s your last fucking breath.  

Hey, I totally get that some of you may not like reading in school, like who the 
fuck is Emily Dickenson, Sylvia Plath, Anne Sexton, or Simone De Beauvoir?? Just 
some dead white bitches that are fucking rolling in their graves ever since I stepped 
into the scene. Yes, they did help me reach this newfound, ethereal state of writing, 
and yes, they allowed me to spill my sick, raw, and true emotions into my work, 
but who does it better? Some old women from Massachusetts or one-of-the-hottest, 
sexiest, prettiest, cutest, desirable, seductive, and coolest girls who first of all, at-
tends Queen’s University (just sounds so eloquent off the tongue doesn’t it?), and 
also, a woman in STEM.  

Yeah, I might have been hospitalized for hysteria and homosexuality if I ex-
isted during the 20th century. But whoever put me here knew what they were 
doing, ‘cause the day I appeared during 2003 was meant to happen. See, if I wasn’t 
here today, who would make your day 10x better? Who would you resonate with, 
or even relate to? Who would you look for in this newspaper?  

Yeah, I may sound like a c*nt, but it comes with the whole sapphic thing. Plus, 
if I wasn’t an absolute bitch, why would I even be alive? It’s in my blood as of right 
now, and it will not dissipate. I’m always going to be here, and I will forever break 
glass ceilings. 

I know you guys won’t, but don’t forget my sign off everyone; I’ll always be 
here…xoxo.  

How My Alter Ego - Depressed Lesbian Poet 
from the 1900’s -Helped me Reach My Full 

Potential 



As someone who often fi nds paintings, 
thinks “heh, that’s funny” and then researches 
them as much as possible, I would like to share 
a particularly bitt er truth of my trade: The more 
you know about a painting, the less funny it seems.1

I will illustrate the point by discussing this por-
trait by Pre-Raphaelite Evelyn de Morgan of her 
husband, William.

 My fi rst impression upon seeing this 
image was “Aha! De Morgan has painted her 
husband clutching the urn she has promised 
he’ll wind up in if he ever again uses the phrase 
“probably good enough” to describe one of her 
paintings.”

 And that struck me as funny.2

 What possible reason would there be for 
a man to be illustrated clutching an urn?3

 Well, perhaps if I knew the fi rst thing 
about the history of pott ery, I would understand 
that William de Morgan played a not insignifi cant role during the Arts and Crafts 
Movement in England by reviving the art (and craft) of “lustreware” - a practice 
whereby a crockery objet d’art is fi nished with a metallic, iridescent glaze. It seems that 
Mr. De Morgan was really good at this. He was also really good at writing and Mrs. 
De Morgan has, kindly, placed several of her husband’s bett er-known novels on the 
bookshelf behind him.4

 Even though he is the subject of the work, I should be loath to discuss the art-
ist’s husband more than the artist herself.5 Evelyn de Morgan6 was a pioneer whose en-
trance into the almost exclusively masculine world of professional art was only made 
possible by her remarkable ability and tireless work ethic. To be perfectly honest, if 
I was att empting to present the stunning talent of this woman, this is one of the last 
paintings I would choose as it does a far bett er job of showcasing her love for her hus-
band than her competence as a painter.

 I trust you see my point now. I think it is prett y clear that the snarky, cheeky 
att itude with which I originally approached this work has been overtaken and boarded 
by piratical sentiments of admiration, curiosity and respect. What a woman! What a 
man! What a marriage! What a vase!7

 The price of this change of heart? Humour. That’s the price. I am so terribly 
sorry.
1. This is also true of dictators, sexual reproduction and the lemur.
2. I am what I am.
3. Even if it is, confusingly, referred to as a “vase”. Apparently people in Victorian England had a diff erent approach to 
displaying fl owers; an approach involving a litt le round lid.
 4. It’s worth noting that it wasn’t until he started writing that she fi nally got to stop subsidizing his art (and craft) with 
the income she generated by painting. This just goes to show that taking a pott ery class doesn’t make you ready to quit 
your day job, Alex. 
5.  I should also be loath to meet anyone who uses the word “loath”. Don’t even think about it; I know that I’m doing 
it, but I’m a terrible ass. 
 6. Originally Mary Evelyn, but went about without the Mary after a while because she thought that it would fool 
people into thinking her a man... A man named Evelyn. 
 7. I could go on… What a beard! … There. That’s it.
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I Don’t Want a PhD

q

-AI Bot

Portrait of William de Morgan Holding Lustre 
Vase

-Owen Hebbert

 I keep hearing the same thing class after class. It’s somewhere along the 
lines of “it’s my dream to see you get a Phd” or “When you study to get a Phd..” 
Why the fuck would I want to get a PhD? We’re only in my fi rst or second year! Why 
are you putt ing so much pressure on me? There’s a reason why I left home to come 
here. To have less pressure from my parents. “Hey what are you doing in your 
room? (See all your notes and books scatt ered everywhere on your desk)”, ‘’Hey 
what are you doing right now? Why are you not studying (right after fi nishing a 2 
hr study grind)” The same thing in the span of 2 hours. And now I have to deal with 
this. I’m already paying a shit ton of money to come to a lecture hall to listen to you 
talk, and occasionally I wonder…I wonder what the professor thinks about when 
they’re not in class. Do they go to university game nights about their research? Do 
they talk about their research at home? Would they talk about their research with 
someone in the supermarket? What do they really think about students who try to 
kiss the professor’s ass even when all they’re doing is answering a yes or no ques-
tion? Okay at this point, you’re probably wondering why I think of this many ques-
tions during a lecture. And my only response is this. Shut the fuck up! Don’t act like 
you haven’t done the same thing. We all have questions. For some we get answers, 
and for others we just don’t want the answer. Okay anyways back to the more im-
portant stuff . And no I’m not saying gett ing a PhD is important. God no. I’m pay-
ing a shit ton of money to come listen to talk about things that I’m probably never 
going to apply after I leave uni. I didn’t pay a shit ton of money for you to tell me 
that gett ing a PhD is worth it. Because I’ve defi nitely heard enough stories to know 
that I don’t not going to open myself up to that experience. Your response is prob-
ably something along the lines of “Oh well how can you know for sure? You don’t 
know until you actually experience it.” First off , if you’re just going to tell me that 
I should experience it, and at the same time telling me the whole process of gett ing 
a PhD, I don’t know why you’re even talking about it in the fi rst place. You do real-
ize you’re talking to a class where over half of the people either bought their way 
into the school or they stay up partying until 5 or even 6 in the morning and gett ing 
shitfaced. Why are you trying to convince them to go through this whole process of 
gett ing a Phd just to be told the thing they already knew the whole time. You’re just 
too shitfaced for us to give you a PhD. I don’t know what’s so hard about that. Like 
tell me, are you seriously about to let people go through over 10 yrs of studying just 
to be that? The professor’s response will probably be like, “Uhh well You’re free to 
do whatever you want. I can’t force you to do anything!” Uhhhh well….didn’t your 
colleague tell me yesterday, “But are we really free?” So I ask you, “But are we re-
ally free though?” Hey I’m just repeating what you’re colleague who you vouched 
for by the way, said to me. 

 There are people out there who are either gett ing high or drunk, or even 
both, and they have whole epiphanies that would rip off  your entire curriculum, 
hell even your entire research. I’m more impressed by them. The fact that they only 
need to spend so litt le money to start spewing out straight up garbage that answers 
major questions in a matt er of seconds, while it’s taken you more than 10 years to 
even fi gure out “how to approach” those same questions. They managed to break 
shit down to a single sentence, while it literally takes you having to write a big ass 
book to capture what one word in that single sentence says. “Uh well if you think 
our stuff  is so basic why don’t you do it!” Fine I will. We’re not free. Do you know 
why? There are big ass corporations, governments, groups who dictate how things 
are going to be done. Most of the time, they’ll treat you like absolute shit every sin-
gle day of our lives. And thus, we’re forced to live under what they see as fi t and 
suitable for everyone. Climate change, policy, politics, technology. You can fi nd 
traces of them up your ass if you look hard enough. Demonstrating why you have 
limited choice, and are not free...And boom! Well you look at that I just summed 
it up with a few sentences. Imagine the damage one person who’s high and drunk 
at the same time could do to your career, your entire fi eld, maybe even the entire 
university if they stood in front of your class right now. 

Guys It Wasn’t Me it Was Red

Oh no everyone, guys red vented. Like we were all in elec and oh god oh fuck 
like red came in and out of the vents and killed blue. Like I couldnt even do any-
thing after seeing that, so I couldn’t report the body because I was super shocked, 
but like it was red, like if it’s not him choose me next, trust me guys, like I had noth-
ing to do with it, we were just doing tasks and had no idea, its so crazy, like blue 
would’e backed me up cause he saw me do my visuals because we were friends and 
we swapped visuals to be safe but he can’t back me up anymore because he got vent 
killed, and not by me, because like Im not the imposter, and it was red who vented 
in and killed, and engineers aren’t even allowed on this map so its not me.

-Blue

JOIN THE GOLDEN SCORCH, NOT A 
MILITANT ORGANISATION OR CULT

ONCE YOU’RE IN YOU’LL NEVER 
LEAVE!




